This study aims to quantify the response of the transverse relaxation rate of the magnetic resonance (MR) signal of the cerebral tissue in healthy volunteers to the administration of air with step-wise increasing percentage of oxygen. Materials and Methods: The transverse relaxation rate (R2*) of the MR signal was quantified in seven volunteers under respiratory intake of normobaric gas mixtures containing 21, 50, 75, and 100% oxygen, respectively. End-tidal breath composition, arterial blood saturation (SaO 2 ), and heart pulse rate were monitored during the challenge. R2* maps were computed from multi-echo, gradient-echo magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data, acquired at 3.0T. The average values in the segmented white matter (WM) and gray matter (GM) were tested by the analysis of variance (ANOVA), with Bonferroni post-hoc correction. The GM R2*-reactivity to hyperoxia was modeled using the Hill's equation. Results: Graded hyperoxia resulted in a progressive and significant (P < 0.05) decrease of the R2* in GM. Under normoxia the GM-R2* was 17.2 ± 1.1 s -1 . At 75% O 2 supply, the R2* had reached a saturation level, with 16.4 ± 0.7 s -1 (P = 0.02), without a significant further decrease for 100% O 2 . The R2*-response of GM correlated positively with CO 2 partial pressure (R = 0.69 ± 0.19) and negatively with SaO 2 (R = -0.74 ± 0.17). The WM showed a similar progressive, but non-significant, decrease in the relaxation rates, with an increase in oxygen intake (P = 0.055). The Hill's model predicted a maximum R2* response of the GM, of 3.5%, with half the maximum at 68% oxygen concentration. Conclusions: The GM-R2* responds to hyperoxia in a concentration-dependent manner, suggesting that monitoring and modeling of the R2*-response may provide new oxygenation biomarkers for tumor therapy or assessment of cerebrovascular reactivity in patients.
INTRODUCTION
Increasing the oxygen supply by administration of hyperoxic gas mixtures induces detectable changes in the magnetic resonance (MR) signal measured in the T2*-weighted images. [1, 2] This blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) effect mainly and indirectly reflects the manipulated deoxyhemoglobin concentration in the capillary bed of the tissue. [3, 4] Respiratory challenges are used in calibrated functional MRI experiments to quantify the cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen. [5] [6] [7] The noninvasive monitoring of the response of tissue to hyperoxia may also find a clinical application in the assessment of cerebrovascular reactivity (CVR) in patients, and in the investigation of the potential benefits of oxygen treatment in acute care and in ischemia. [8] [9] [10] In general, CVR is the ability of the cerebral vasculature to respond to an external stimulus, which may affect both the cerebral blood flow (CBF) and the cerebral blood volume (CBV). [11] Non-invasively, CVR is most commonly measured by Arterial Spin Labeling, which quantifies tissue perfusion using magnetically labeled arterial blood, however, typically with a rather low signal-to-noise ratio. BOLD imaging is also increasingly used to measure CVR. [12] In a BOLD measurement, the signal intensity decreases with the increasing content of deoxyhemoglobin within the measured voxel. This signal drop is caused by faster signal dephasing on account of the paramagnetic properties of deoxyhemoglobin and concomitant microscopic magnetic field inhomogeneities. With increasing blood flow, deoxyhemoglobin is more diluted, which results in an increased BOLD signal; therefore, the BOLD signal is an indirect measure of CVR. The BOLD signal is related to quantitative R2* changes depending on the applied BOLD sequence type and parameters. For respiratory challenges, the mutual influence of oxygen saturation/oxygen affinity and CO 2 concentration/ pH in the blood stream (Haldane effect) needs to be taken into account. [13, 14] The CVR can be measured using both, oxygen and CO 2 challenges, or carbogen, which is a mixture of oxygen and CO 2 . [11, 12] The main field of clinical application is related to monitoring the oxygenation status of tumor cells in radiotherapy-resistant tumors during administration of hyperoxic gas mixtures. [15] [16] [17] The proposed therapeutical approach relies on an increase in the amount of dissolved oxygen in the plasma to induce oxygen diffusion into the pathological hypoxic regions. [16] In spite of the growing popularity of this approach in neuroscience, the possibility of manipulating tissue oxygenation by increasing the oxygen supply is still a matter of debate as several compensating mechanisms (e.g. increase in blood pressure, increase in vascular resistance, heart rate decrease) occur when increasing the fraction of inspired oxygen. [10] A significant negative correlation between the BOLD signal and the deoxyhemoglobin concentration was reported in a preclinical study on neonatal piglets, and it was suggested that tissue oxygenation could indeed be manipulated by increasing the oxygen supply. [18] As the concentration of the oxygenated hemoglobin varied with the partial pressure of oxygen (ppO 2 ) in the tissue, T2* (or equivalently R2* =1/ T2*) could be considered as an indirect marker of tissue oxygenation. [16] Two key factors affect the R2* response to hyperoxic respiratory challenges: the strength of the static magnetic field and the amount of oxygen delivered. In a recent study, a quadratic dependence of the respiratory-challenge induced R2* change in the cerebral gray matter on the strength of the static magnetic field was reported for intake of pure oxygen and carbogen. [2] The study suggested that highly resolved mapping of the R2* may mainly reflect the response of the microvasculature (i.e. of vessels with a radius smaller than 8 µm) to the challenge.
In our study, we have focused on the dependence of the R2* response to the concentration of delivered oxygen. The aim of this study was to quantify and model the BOLD response in terms of changes in the relaxation rate R2* of the MR signal of the cerebral tissue under graded hyperoxia, in healthy volunteers.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects
Seven young healthy volunteers (mean age 24.0 ± 1.3 years, four males and three females) without any history of respiratory, cardiovascular, or neurological disease were enrolled in the study. The subjects gave a written informed consent for the MR examination and the scientific evaluation of the datasets. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB). All procedures were performed in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration.
Breathing system and gas administration protocol
Variable amounts of medical air and pure oxygen were mixed to achieve normobaric gas compositions containing oxygen percentages of 21, 50, 75, and 100%, respectively. Gas mixture and delivery, as well as measurements of the partial pressures of CO 2 (ppCO 2 ) and O 2 (ppO 2 ) in the end-tidal gas were performed using an MR-compatible anesthesia machine (Fabius MRI, Draeger Medical GmbH, Germany). During the whole examination an experienced anesthesiologist remained in the MR room and adjusted the setting on the anesthetic device accordingly. The gases were administered according to the following paradigm: Six minutes medical air (i.e. 21% oxygen), six minutes 50% oxygen, six minutes 75% oxygen, and six minutes 100% oxygen. To account for the time lag of the response to the hyperoxic challenge, image acquisition was started three minutes after the initiation of gas inhalation for each step. [19, 20] During the whole MR-examination volunteers were requested to wear an injectable air cushion facial mask with a hook valve (Dahlhausen, Cologne, Germany) connected to the anesthesia machine, and to breathe normally. The gas flow was set to 10-15 liters per minute. During the measurements, arterial blood saturation and heart pulse rate were monitored using an MR-compatible fingertip pulse oximeter. Tidal CO 2 and O 2 partial pressures were monitored during the challenges. For end-tidal partial pressures, arterial blood saturation and pulse rate and the minimum and maximum values registered during each stage of the challenge have been registered.
Magnetic Resonance protocol
Magnetic Resonance data were acquired using a 3.0 Tesla scanner (Philips Ingenia, Philips Medical Systems, Best, Netherland). The signal was received via an eight-channel head coil. The built-in body transmit coil was used for spin excitation. To minimize motion, foam paddings were positioned between the coil former and the subjects' heads.
Two-dimensional T1-weighted spin-echo images were acquired (Time to Repetition, TR = 600 ms, Time to Echo, TE = 10 ms, Flip Angle, FA = 70°, voxel size = 0.6 × 0.6 × 4.0 mm 3 ) during medical air breathing, in transverse and sagittal orientations, as anatomical references. During each stage of the respiratory challenge, a three-dimensionally encoded, multi-echo, radiofrequency-spoiled gradient echo (GRE) sequence was scanned (FA = 50°, TR = 93 ms, TE = 8, 24, 40, 56, 72, 88 ms, voxel size = 0.5 × 0.5 × 1.0 mm 3 ). Ten transversal slices were positioned tangentially to and above the corpus callosum.
Magnetic Resonance data processing
Magnetic Resonance images were processed offline using the in-house custom software that was written in the programming languages Python (Python Software Foundation, version 2.7.) and Matlab (MATLAB Release 2009b, the MathWorks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, United States).
R 2 * quantification
For each stage of the challenge, the BOLD response was quantified by pixel-wise computation of the transverse rate of relaxation of the MR signal, R2*. The data were linearized by taking the logarithm of the MR-signal intensities. To minimize the potential bias and the disproportionate weight of low-intensity data, the data-point weights that exponentially decayed with TE, given by the mean signal at the given TE averaged over all image pixels, were used. The MR signal was fitted to the expression:
using the 'polyfit' algorithm of the numpy package, version 1.7.1 (Scipy.org) with S representing the signal intensity of the magnitude image, S 0 the signal intensity at zero echo time, and TE the time to echo. [21] The fitting variables were S 0 and R2*.
Tissue segmentation
Three-dimensional MR images of the brain were segmented into GM, WM, and cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) using the FMRIB (Functional MRI of the Brain) Software Library. [22, 23] The FMRIB Automated Segmentation Tool (FAST) relies on a Markov random field (MRF) model and on an algorithm for maximization of the associated expectation. [22] 
Statistical analysis
Intra-subject analysis The mean R2* values (and standard deviations) were computed over the whole cohort of subjects for the GM and the WM at each step of the challenge. The mean R2* values were computed over the segmented R2* maps.
In order to normalize the R2* values to the individual oxygen saturation levels, the ratio R2*/SaO 2 was computed for each subject and for each stage of the challenge (average of minimum and maximum SaO 2 of the plateau steady state).
Inter-subject analysis
To account for inter-subject variation of the baseline normoxia relaxation rates, the relative change was computed for each step of the challenge as follows:
The monitored physiological parameters and the computed relaxation rates were statistically tested for correlation by means of 1-way ANOVA analysis with post-hoc Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons between different challenges. The R2* values of each breathing gas composition was compared to all other gas compositions applying a significance level of 0.05.
The Bonferroni-corrected ΔR2* response to the challenge of the GM as a function of the relative increase in oxygen supply as compared to normoxia 2 [%] -21 ( = ) 21 O Stimulus was modeled using a two-parameter saturation growth curve known as the Hill's equation: [ 
In the delineated formula the intensity of the response is a fixed proportion of the maximum response A to the stimulus and B is the stimulus that induces a response equal to half of the maximum. Therefore, A corresponds to the maximum ∆ R2* response at saturation and B describes the oxygen concentration in the breathing gas, resulting in 50% of the maximum response. The curve parameters were estimated using the nlinfit function of Matlab.
RESULTS
Physiological parameters
The mean values of the physiological parameters monitored during the challenge and the results of the analysis of the R2* maps, are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 , respectively. The graded increase in oxygen supply resulted in a slight, but significant (P < 0.005) increase in the arterial hemoglobin saturation from 97.5 ± 1.0% (under normoxia) to 99.6 ± 0.5% (while breathing 100% O 2 ). The increasing oxygen concentration of the inhaled breathing gas also caused a statistically significant decrease in the end-tidal ppCO 2 , from 5.8 ± 0.2 kPa under normoxia to 5.1 ± 0.4 kPa measured during breathing of 100% oxygen (P < 0.005). The mean pulse rate decreased during the MR examination from 68 ± 13 under normoxia to 62 ± 9 beats per minute measured during breathing of 100% oxygen.
Magnetic Resonance image quality
R2* maps were computed over the whole cohort of subjects and during each stage of the challenge. In one of the healthy volunteers, the image artifacts arising across the whole slab compromised the R2* quantification results. For this reason, this volunteer was not included in the data analysis. Image artifacts, potentially arising from the imperfection of the slab profile of the radiofrequency excitation pulse, were also observed at the border of the 3D imaging volume for other volunteers. [25] However, as the central slices presented a good image quality, which allowed for both, R2* quantification and tissue segmentation, at all steps of the challenge [Figure 1 ], the data reported in Table 2 was computed over tissue segmented in the five central slices of the 3D slab.
R2*response to the respiratory challenge
Under normoxia, the mean R2* values of 17.2 ± 1.1 s -1 and of 18.9 ± 0.6 s -1 were measured in GM and WM, respectively.
In Table 3 , the results of the ANOVA analysis using multi-comparison tests are provided. The intra-individual analysis showed that in GM the increase in the oxygen supply resulted in a decrease of the R2* values [ Figures 2 and 3 ], whereas, a maximum decrease in the R2* of the GM, as compared to normoxia, was observed during breathing of 75% oxygen (R2* =16.4 ± 0.7 s -1 ). Increasing the oxygen supply from 21 to 50% resulted in a mean relative R2* change of -2.3 ±2.2%. The further increase in oxygen supply to 75% caused a higher R2* relative change of -4.7 ±4.1%, as compared to normoxia. Breathing of 100% produced a comparable effect on the relaxation rate of the GM, as in the previous stage of the challenge (ΔR2* = -3.9 ± 2.8 %.). 
SD: Standard deviation
The inter-subject and the intra-subject analysis of the R2* values over the white matter showed a trend toward lower values from normoxia to the administration of 100% O 2 (R2* normoxia = 18.9 ± 0.6 s -1 , R2 * 100% =18.1 ± 0.7 s -1 ). However, the relaxation-rate decrease was not statistically significant.
R2* measurements versus physiological parameters
The R2*-response of the GM showed a positive correlation with the ppCO 2 (mean correlation coefficient 0.69 ± 0.19) and a negative correlation with the SaO 2 (mean correlation coefficient -0.74 ± 0.17). The dependence of the ratio between the R2* and the SaO 2 on the fraction of inhaled oxygen (FiO 2 ) is reported in Figure 4 . By increasing the oxygen supply from 21 to 50% a decrease of the R2*/SaO 2 ratio is observed in all subjects. However, a further increase of the oxygen supply resulted in only minimal changes of the R2*/SaO 2 for most of the subjects.
Modeling of the R2*-response
The results of the response modeling of the GM are shown in Figure 5 . 
DISCUSSION
In this investigation, we showed that the quantitative response of the transverse relaxation rate of the MR signal to hyperoxic challenges in the breathing gas occurred in a concentration-dependent manner. A decrease of the GM relaxivity was already observed for slight increases in the oxygen supply (i.e. for O 2 = 50%), whereas, the relaxation rate decline levels off at oxygen concentrations in the order of 75%. Using the Hill's equation, the cerebral R2* reactivity of gray matter could be modeled providing two Figure 1c , from the pixel-wise fitting of multi-echo MR signals acquired using a gradient echo sequence with TR =93 ms, TE =8, 24, 40, 56, 72, 88 ms, Flip Angle =50°, voxel size =0.5 × 0.5 × 1.0 mm 3 , of a central axial slice of the brain as acquired during the different stages of the respiratory challenge. A slight but significant decrease of the R2* was measured over the gray matter [ Table 2 ]. A similar trend was observed for the white matter, which, however, was not statistically significant (P = 0.055). The results of this study indicate that even in healthy volunteers, without any history of cardiovascular or respiratory disease and with arterial blood saturation in the order of 98%, at FiO 2 of 0.21, can undergo a significant increase of cerebral tissue oxygenation, indirectly measured by the R2* of the MR-signal, by increasing the oxygen supply. Although under normal physiological conditions circa 98% of the human hemoglobin is saturated, the delivery of the oxygen to the tissue can be affected by manipulation of the partial pressure of the oxygen in the lungs. [10, 26] Normalizing our R2* measurements to the individually measured SaO 2 values mirrors the physiological properties of oxygen transport. Increasing the FiO 2 to 0.50 results in an oxygen saturation of the arterial hemoglobin, which accounts for the majority of oxygen delivered to the tissue, and hence, the R2*/SaO 2 ratio declines in all the study subjects. Little oxygen is soluble in the plasma itself increasing the inhaled oxygen content even further. [10] However, it is tempting to speculate that the additional plasma dissolved oxygen replenishes the pool of oxyhemoglobin in the GM to some extent, which might contribute to the maximum decrease of the R2* around a FiO 2 of 0.75 compared to the normoxic conditions.
In this study, we focused on the administration of oxygen without the addition of any vasoactive agents (such as carbon dioxide or acetazolamide) in an attempt to exclusively manipulate the deoxyhemoglobin concentration. [11] On account of the vasoconstrictive properties of oxygen a slight reduction in the blood flow (partly counteracting the oxygen delivery to the tissue) has to be considered, which could also explain the subtle differences in R2* observed at a FiO 2 of 1.00 as compared to FiO 2 of 0.75. Also, Ashkanian and colleagues reported a mean change of blood flow in the gray matter in the order of 10% during breathing of 100% oxygen. [27] Although changes in the concentration of deoxyhemoglobin seem to be the main source of the BOLD response to respiratory challenges, paramagnetic effects of the molecular oxygen dissolved in the capillary bed or in the cerebrospinal fluid, as well as the paramagnetic effects of gaseous oxygen enclosed in the upper and lower airways cannot be excluded. [28] [29] [30] Shim adjustments performed before the acquisition of each dataset for R2* quantification, the orientation of the imaged volume avoiding the upper airways, and the reduced sensibility of the signal to macroscopic field inhomogeneities, on account of the high spatial resolution of the datasets that should have mitigated the effects of molecular oxygen on the R2* measurements in this study.
This study proved the feasibility to monitor the R2*-response to graded hyperoxia at a clinically applicable field strength of 3.0 Tesla. A mean relative change in the R2* of the gray matter during breathing of 100% oxygen, in respect to normoxia of 4 to 5%, was found. This result was in good accordance with the values of the BOLD effect previously reported in the literature. [2] However, a change in the order of 4% is at the detectability limit of an MRI. [31] Some strategies may help improve the sensitivity of the R2*-response to hyperoxia. Moving to an even higher field strength provides the advantages of both, stronger BOLD contrast and higher signal-to-noise of the T2*-weighted images. On the other hand ultra-high field MRI may bring into question the clinical feasibility of the technique. A further opportunity for improving the sensitivity of the response would be to perform a block-designed respiratory challenge, which would allow a pixel-wise parametrical statistical analysis of the data. [31] In the current study, we did not apply a block design with return-to-baseline oxygen levels. The reason for this choice was to keep the measurement time with the gas mask as short as possible, to minimize the discomfort of the subjects. Boss and colleagues showed that in the kidneys the tissue oxygen concentration nearly reached equilibrium after three minutes of the gas challenge. [20] For this reason, we applied a delay of three minutes after the initiation of the gas challenge, before starting the MR acquisition. In principle, a dynamic measurement of the equilibration phase would have been advantageous. As the acquisition time of the applied GRE sequence is in the order of three minutes, and therefore not suitable for dynamic measurements, we performed pilot studies using a T2*-weighted Echo-Planar Imaging (EPI) sequence, Figure 5 : The mean Bonferroni-corrected gray-matter -ΔR2*-response (baseline and three gas challenges), as defined in Equation [2] , as a function of the relative change in oxygen supply. A two-parameter signal saturation curve, as defined in the Equation [3] . (continuous line, 'Model') was fitted to the experimental data points (circles, 'Data'). A potential maximum asymptotic ΔR2*-response in the order of 3.5% was predicted for 3.0 Tesla, while for FiO 2 of.68 half of the maximal response could be inferred.
which, however, showed insufficient sensitivity to detect gas challenge-induced changes.
Limitations
Our study had a few limitations. (a) A relatively small number of volunteers were included in the study. The reason for this was the limited availability of the anesthesia device for research purposes. However, in spite of the small sample size, the most important parameters showed statistical significance. (b) The R2* response was not modeled in dependence of the physiological parameters, ppO 2 and ppCO 2 , but instead with the concentration of oxygen in the breathing gas. (c) We were not able to provide estimates of the error of the parameters A and B obtained by the modeling of the R2* response, as the intra-individual variability of the responses was too high to obtain meaningful values for intra-individual fitting. Therefore, we decided to perform a fit of the mean values of the R2* responses. The reason for the strong variability is that the R2* response is at the limit of detectability with an MRI, which may change with further improvement of the MR image acquisition techniques and higher field strengths. (d) We did not dynamically acquire image data for computation of R2* responses during a wash-in, neither did we dynamically measure the physiological responses during the wash-in. In the pilot experiments, we were not able to reliably measure the dynamic R2* response using a standard T2*-weighted echo-planar imaging sequence. We do not exclude that with more advanced imaging techniques, dynamic measurements of the R2* response during wash-in may be feasible.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we present a technique that allows the quantification of the BOLD response of GM to increasing concentrations of oxygen in the inhaled gas. We were able to show that a hyperoxic gas challenge using pure oxygen results in a significant increase in cerebral tissue oxygenation. The possibility of monitoring the regionally specific response of the brain tissue to hyperoxia in a clinical setting may have an important impact on the management of several patient collectives. First, it may help in monitoring the response to normobaric hyperoxia therapy in patients with traumatic brain injury and stroke. [32] Second, it may help detect hypoxic areas in large, inhomogeneous tumors. This information could be used during the dose-planning phase before start of therapy, for example, with an increased target dose to these areas that are known to respond less well to therapy. [33] Third, the computation of a hyperoxic response coefficient (parameter B of the Hill's equation) may provide a deeper insight into the pathological changes of vasoreactivity in patients with degenerative neurological disorders, such as, Alzheimer's disease or other diseases causing dementia.
